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Abstract: To enable the design of large capacity memory structures, novel memory technologies such
as non-volatile memory (NVM) and novel fabrication approaches, e.g., 3D stacking and multi-level
cell (MLC) design have been explored. The existing modeling tools, however, cover only a few
memory technologies, technology nodes and fabrication approaches. We present DESTINY, a tool
for modeling 2D/3D memories designed using SRAM, resistive RAM (ReRAM), spin transfer
torque RAM (STT-RAM), phase change RAM (PCM) and embedded DRAM (eDRAM) and 2D
memories designed using spin orbit torque RAM (SOT-RAM), domain wall memory (DWM) and
Flash memory. In addition to single-level cell (SLC) designs for all of these memories, DESTINY also
supports modeling MLC designs for NVMs. We have extensively validated DESTINY against
commercial and research prototypes of these memories. DESTINY is very useful for performing
design-space exploration across several dimensions, such as optimizing for a target (e.g., latency,
area or energy-delay product) for a given memory technology, choosing the suitable memory
technology or fabrication method (i.e., 2D v/s 3D) for a given optimization target, etc. We believe that
DESTINY will boost studies of next-generation memory architectures used in systems ranging from
mobile devices to extreme-scale supercomputers. The latest source-code of DESTINY is available
from the following git repository: https://bitbucket.org/sparsh_mittal/destiny_v2.
Keywords: cache; SRAM; eDRAM; non-volatile memory (NVM or NVRAM); STT-RAM; ReRAM;
PCM; SOT-RAM; DRAM; DWM; flash; open-source; modeling tool; emerging memory technologies
1. Introduction
As processor core-count rises and key applications become more data-intensive, the memory
requirements of modern computing systems are growing tremendously. To cater to these needs,
modern processors are using large-sized memory structures, e.g., last level cache, main memory
and storage. For example, Intel’s 22 nm Haswell processor employs 128 MB eDRAM LLC (last
level cache) [1], and the 22-nm Xeon E5-2600 processor has 45 MB SRAM LLC [2]. To address
these challenges, researchers are exploring novel memory technologies, fabrication schemes and
higher-density cell-designs. For example, eDRAM, STT-RAM, ReRAM, PCM, DWM, SOT-RAM
and (NAND) Flash memory have received significant attention in recent years [3] (unless otherwise
mentioned, in this paper, Flash refers to NAND Flash). Similarly, 3D integration technology has been
explored for achieving higher bandwidth, higher flexibility in routing signals, power, clock and ability
to integrate diverse memory technologies for designing hybrid memory designs [4,5]. Finally, since
NVMs have a large resistance margin between set and reset states, MLC designs have been studied,
which store multiple (e.g., two) bits in each cell to achieve higher density than the SLC designs.
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Architectural exploration and system integration of these technologies and design approaches
crucially depend on the availability of comprehensive, open-source and validated modeling tools.
Existing modeling tools, however, fail to meet these requirements. Tools such as CACTI(3DD) [6,7]
and NVSim [8] only model a few memory technologies. Researchers typically use CACTI for modeling
SRAM/DRAM and NVSim for modeling NVMs (e.g., [9]); however, these tools use different modeling
framework, assumptions and input/output formats. For example, NVSim provides the output in the
form of hit/miss/write latency/energy, while CACTI provides the output in the form of access time
and random cycle time. Similarly, NVSim provides the ability to find a configuration optimized for a
certain target (e.g., area, leakage, etc.), while CACTI does not do so. Each of these input parameters can
have marked influence on the output obtained from the tool [8,10,11]. Further, due to differences in
modeling frameworks, the outputs of these tools can be different even for the same input configuration.
An example of this is shown in Table 1. It is clear that both the output values and output format
of each tool are different. This makes it difficult to have one-to-one correspondence between their
inputs/outputs. Thus, the lack of comprehensive tools may force researchers to compare estimates
from different tools or restrict their choices to only a few memory technologies. These, however,
may lead to suboptimal or even incorrect conclusions.
Table 1. CACTI and NVSim results for the same cache configuration: 32-nm, 64 B block, 16-way 4 MB
SRAM cache.
CACTI NVSim
Area: 14.90 mm2 Area: 6.75 mm2
Leakage: 0.574 W Leakage: 0.395 W
Access and random cycle time: 0.634 and 3.119 ns Hit/miss/write latency: 2.009, 0.314 and 1.079 ns
Read dynamic energy: 0.182 nJ Hit/miss/write dynamic energy: 0.388, 0.032, 0.363 nJ
Some researchers use in-house modeling tools (e.g., [12,13]); however, experiments conducted
with such tools may not be reproducible, and their accuracy may not be verified. Furthermore, in
absence of a 3D modeling tool, some studies (e.g., [12]) derive parameters for 3D memories using a
linear extrapolation of 2D parameters, which may be inaccurate. Finally, some tools such as 3DCacti [14]
have not been updated for recent feature sizes (e.g., sub-45 nm). Clearly, the current state-of-the-art
calls for an open-source, comprehensive, validated and up-to-date tool for allowing full design-space
exploration of memory technologies and design trends.
Contributions: In this paper, we present DESTINY, a 3D design-space exploration tool for SRAM,
eDRAM and non-volatile memory. DESTINY utilizes the 2D SLC circuit-level modeling framework of
NVSim tool for SRAM, STTRAM, PCM, ReRAM and Flash. It also utilizes the coarse- and fine-grained
TSV (through silicon via) models from the CACTI-3DD tool. Further, DESTINY adds the model of
eDRAM (Section 4.1), SOT-RAM, DWM, the capability to model MLC designs (Section 4.4) and two
additional types of 3D designs (Section 4.5). Overall, DESTINY enables modeling of both 2D/3D
designs of SRAM, eDRAM, STT-RAM, PCM and ReRAM and 2D designs of SOT-RAM, DWM and
Flash memory. In addition to SLC models for all memories, DESTINY can also model MLC models of
NVMs. Thus, DESTINY can model both volatile and non-volatile memories and both conventional
and emerging memories. Furthermore, it models technology nodes ranging from 22 nm to 180 nm.
Table 2 summarizes the capabilities of DESTINY and compares them with those of CACTI and NVSim.
Table 2. An overview of the modeling capabilities of some open-source tools.
Tools SRAM eDRAM PCM STT-RAM ReRAM SOT-RAM Flash DWM
CACTI(3DD) 2D 2D/3D 7 7 7 7 7 7
NVSim 2D 7 2D, SLC 7
DESTINY 2D/3D 2D/3D, SLC/MLC 2D, SLC/MLC
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We have compared the results obtained from DESTINY against several commercial and research
prototypes [4,5,11,15–26] to validate the newly-added memories, MLC and 3D models in DESTINY
(Section 5). The modeling error has been observed to be less than 10% for most cases and less than 25%
for all cases. This can be accepted as reasonable for an academic modeling tool and is also in range
with the errors produced by previous tools [8].
DESTINY facilitates exploring a large design space, which provides important insights and is also
useful for early stage estimation of emerging memory technologies (Section 6). Further, by virtue of
being an open-source tool, it facilitates reproducible research and easy extension of the tool for many
more usage scenarios than those discussed in the paper. For example, apart from modeling standard
caches, DESTINY can also model assist structures (e.g., victim cache, write-buffer, tag-only caches) and
the translational look aside buffer (TLB) [27] designed with different memory technologies. We believe
that DESTINY will be a useful tool in architecture and system-level studies and will assist researchers,
designers and technical professionals.
This paper extends the previous version [28] in several significant ways:
1. We have presented the motivation behind the development of DESTINY by discussing the design
trends in modern processors and the limitations of existing modeling tools (Section 2).
2. We have discussed the device-level data storage mechanism of each the memory technology
(Section 3).
3. We have now added support for modeling new memories (DWM, SOT-RAM) and MLC designs
for all NVMs (including Flash). We have discussed their modeling framework and validation
(Sections 4.2 to 4.4 and 5.1 to 5.7).
4. We have now shown the use of DESTINY in performing design-space exploration, for example
finding the optimal memory technology for a given optimization target (Section 6.1), finding
the optimal number of 3D layers for a given optimization target (Section 6.2), modeling assist
structures (Section 6.3), etc.
5. We have discussed the usefulness of DESTINY in gaining insights for designing management
policies for memory structures such as cache, the register file, etc., using different memory
technologies (Section 6.4).
2. Motivation and Related Work
2.1. Motivation behind the Design of DESTINY
To meet the challenges of rising core-count and data-intensive applications, modern CPUs and
GPUs feature increasingly larger storage structures. For example, IBM’s 45-nm Power7 processor
had a 32 MB LLC [29]; the 32-nm Power7+ processor had an 80 MB LLC [30]; and the 22-nm Power8
processor had a 96 MB LLC [31]. LLC size in GPUs is also on the rise [32]. Similarly, the total size
of the GPU register file has increased from 512 KB on G80 (Tesla) and 2048 KB on GF100 (Fermi)
to 7680 KB on GK210 (Kepler) and 14,336 KB on GP100 (Pascal) [33]. It is clear that high-density
memory technologies (e.g., NVMs), cell designs (e.g., MLC) and fabrication approaches (e.g., 3D) will
be essential to meet the rising memory demands in future computing systems.
Further, given that different memory structures (e.g., register file, shared memory, first and last
level caches, main memory) in different processors (CPUs or GPUs) need to be optimized for distinct
points in the latency/energy/area spectrum, a comprehensive modeling tool is definitely required
that allows complete design-space exploration over memory technologies, design approaches and
optimization targets. DESTINY is intended to fulfill this need and also to boost architectural studies of
next-generation memory systems.
2.2. A Comparison of Modeling Tools
Researchers have proposed several tools for modeling and estimating the energy consumption,
the performance of processors or their specific components. A few existing tools provide modeling
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capability individually for different memory technologies, such as SRAM, DRAM, eDRAM
and NVMs. CACTI [7] simulates SRAM caches and has been extended to support eDRAM and
DRAM. Furthermore, several improvements have been made to CACTI to improve its modeling
capability/accuracy. Mamidipaka et al. [34] proposed eCACTI, which adds a leakage model into
CACTI, and Li et al. [35] proposed CACTI-P, which models low-power caches (e.g., cache with sleep
transistors). Chen et al. [6] presented CACTI-3DD, which adds a TSV model for DRAM memory;
however, this tool is designed for DRAM, and hence, does not allow accurate modeling of 3D SRAM
caches. 3DCacti [14] provides the ability to model 3D SRAM; however, this tool has not been updated to
support technology nodes below 45 nm. None of these tools model emerging NVMs. NVSim provides
2D modeling of SRAM, ReRAM, STT-RAM, PCM and SLC NAND Flash. NVSim has not been validated
for SOT-RAM, and it does not provide a configuration file for modeling it.
None of these tools provide the comprehensive modeling and design space exploration capability
as provided by DESTINY. Existing tools also do not provide the capability to model DWM and
MLC, etc. As an increasing number of industrial designs utilizes 3D stacking [4,5], research on 3D
stacking has become very important. However, existing 3D modeling tools such as CACTI-3DD [6]
and 3DCacti [14] do not model NVMs. Another challenge in using multiple tools is that over time,
these tools undergo revisions (due to more accurate modeling, bug fixes, etc.) which makes the task
of cross-comparison even more difficult. Clearly, DESTINY offers distinct advantages over existing
tools, and by virtue of its comprehensive modeling capability, it can be a very useful design space
exploration and decision-support tool.
3. A Background on Memory Technologies and MLC Design
3.1. Data Storage Mechanism of Memory Technologies
We now briefly discuss the data storage mechanism of different memory technologies. For more
details and discussion of related issues, we refer the reader to previous work [8,15,36–38].
eDRAM: In eDRAM, the data are stored as charge in a capacitor, which is either a deep-trench
capacitor or stacked capacitor between metal wire layers on a die. Access is controlled using a single
transistor with the capacitor connected to the drain terminal. The gate of the transistor is used to access
the device, while the source terminal is used to read or write to the capacitor. Typically, a charged
capacitor represents a “1”, while a discharged capacitor represents a “0”. Over time, eDRAM loses
charge, and hence, it requires periodic refresh operations [28].
STT-RAM: STT-RAM utilizes a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) as the primary memory storage [36].
An MTJ consists of two ferromagnetic layers. The reference layer has a fixed magnetic polarization,
while the free layer has a programmable magnetic polarization. Current passing through the MTJ
allows the free layer to change polarization. The MTJ resistance is low when both layers are polarized
in the same direction, while polarization in opposite directions yields high resistance. These two
resistance values are used to determine the “1” and “0” states, respectively.
SOT-RAM: SOT-RAM is another memory technology that uses MTJ to store data [15]. The major
difference between SOT-RAM and STT-RAM is that the SOT-RAM cell has three terminal MTJ to
decouple the read and write path. As a result, in SOT-RAM, read and write operations can be
performed without disturbance. The read current still flows through the MTJ to sense the resistance as
in STT-RAM, but the write current now flows between the source line and the write line, through a
hard metal instead of the MTJ [15]. The direction of write current can affect the magnetization of the
free layer and change the stored value.
ReRAM: ReRAM uses a metal oxide material between two metal electrodes to store data
values [39]. The value depends on the concentration of oxygen vacancies in the metal oxide.
Applying current to the two electrodes can move these oxygen vacancies to either form or break
down a filament, which allows for high conductance in the metal oxide. A filament formed by oxygen
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vacancies has a low resistance state representing a “1”. When the filament is broken down, there is a
small concentration of oxygen vacancies leading to high resistance state, representing “0”.
PCM: PCM uses a chalcogenide material such as GeSbTe (GST) for data storage [18,40,41]. The GST
can be changed between crystalline and amorphous phases by heating the material for certain periods
of time. A “SET” operation crystallizes the GST by applying a medium temperature (∼300 °C) for a
relatively long period of time (∼150 ns). This allows the material to move and restructure itself into
crystalline form. A “RESET” operation switches the material to an amorphous phase by applying high
temperature (∼800 °C) for a shorter period of time (∼100 ns) and quickly removing heat. This causes
the material to melt and remain in an amorphous phase when cooled. The crystalline phase shows low
resistance corresponding to a “1” bit, while the amorphous phase shows high resistance corresponding
to a “0” bit.
DWM: DWM, also known as racetrack memory, stores data in magnetic tapes [11,37].
Each magnetic tape consists of many magnetic domains that can store multiple bits of information.
For each magnetic tape, there are multiple read and write ports that can program DWM MTJ just
as STT-RAM. By using bidirectional current, the MTJ can be programmed into “1” and “0” states.
In additional to read and write operations, DWM also has a shift operation. By injecting the shift
current along the DWM tape, the magnetic domains in the tape can be shifted forward and backward
to move the desired MTJ under read/write port. Thus, if the desired MTJ is not already aligned to the
read/write port, a shift operation is required before a read or write operation.
Flash: Flash memory stores data as charge trapped on a floating gate between the control gate
and the channel of a CMOS transistor [40,42]. This is illustrated in Figure 1a. Compared to NOR Flash,
NAND Flash has higher density, lower cost and higher write speed, and hence, it is more suitable
for data storage. A flash chip can be organized in one or more planes, and each plane has a set of
blocks, which contains multiple pages. NAND Flash supports three types of operations, viz., read,
program (write) and erase. The read operation can read the entire page by measuring the threshold
voltage of the floating gate transistor. A program operation can change the bits from one to zero only,
and hence, to change a bit in a page from zero to one, the block that contains the page needs to be
erased, which sets all bits in the block to one.
Vth
Erased Partially programmed/erased Full programmed
11 10 01 00
Relative number of electrons 
on the floating gate
Ref2Ref1Ref0
1Floating Gate
Control Gate
DrainSource
Channel
Erase 
(removes electron)
Program
(injects electron)
Electron
(a) Flash memory cell and operation (b) Schematic of 2-bit MLC Flash memory
Oxide
Figure 1. An illustration of Flash memory.
3.2. Multi-Level Cell Memory
MLC design provides the opportunity to increase cell density and therefore enhance memory
capacity. Several NVM technologies can support MLC storage and programming. We now briefly
discuss the working mechanism of MLC NVMs modeled in DESTINY.
3.2.1. MLC PCM and ReRAM
Both PCM and ReRAM encode data using resistance values. Since the difference between low
and high resistance states is very large (e.g., three to four orders of magnitude for PCM [43] and five
orders of magnitude for ReRAM [39]), the broad resistance range can be partitioned into several states
for storing multiple bits in a cell.
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Since both MLC PCM and ReRAM are resistive memories, the programming (writing) approaches
for them have similarities. With SET and RESET operations, the cell resistance can be programmed into
a lower or higher state. Due to the non-deterministic nature of MLC programming, program-and-verify
(P&V) operations are used by both PCM and ReRAM to precisely control the final resistance value [19].
3.2.2. MLC STT-RAM and SOT-RAM
MLC STT-RAM can be designed in two ways [17,44–46]. In the ‘series MTJ’ design, two MTJs
with disparate characteristics are vertically stacked, and in the ‘parallel MTJ’ design, the free layer is
partitioned into soft and hard domains, each of which can store a bit. The parallel MLC has smaller
write current and area, but also has a higher error rate than the series MLC design [17].
The two bits in MLC STT-RAM have different switching properties, and hence, they are termed
as the hard bit and soft bit, respectively. The hard bit requires larger magnitude current with a longer
duration, while soft bit programming is faster and requires a small amount of current.
Recently, Kim et al. [16] proposed an MLC SOT-RAM design that is similar to the MLC STT-RAM
design. In the series MLC SOT-RAM design, the lower MTJ can be programmed through the separate
write path, and the other MTJ still requires a write current flow through two MTJs. In the parallel
design, read and write paths are still decoupled. Programming two MTJs requires different amounts
of current flow through the hard metal.
It is clear that there are many similarities between the characteristics and programming strategies
of MLC STT-RAM and SOT-RAM, and hence, we categorize them into a single group. They both use
two MTJs with disparate characteristics such that switching the hard bit requires a write current with a
larger amplitude and longer duration than that required for the soft bit.
3.2.3. MLC Flash
By precisely controlling the amount of charge stored in the floating gate, a flash cell can also
store multi-level data. A schematic of a 2 = two-bit MLC Flash is illustrated in Figure 1b. Similar to
MLC PCM and ReRAM, the programming of MLC Flash requires longer latency to achieve the narrow
threshold voltage distribution by iterative program and verify operations. For writing a two-bit MLC,
the threshold voltage of the cell is first programmed into either a temporary state region or an erased
state region depending on the least significant bit (LSB) value. In the second step, it is programmed
into one of the four regions (11, 10, 01 or 00) based on the LSB and most significant bit (MSB) bits.
The read operation requires multiple comparisons with the reference cells to determine the MSB and
LSB stored in the cell.
4. DESTINY Modeling Framework
DESTINY is a comprehensive tool able to model multiple memory technologies. Figure 2 presents
a high-level diagram of DESTINY. The DESTINY framework is based on the 2D circuit-level model of
NVSim, which has been heavily extended to model the 2D eDRAM and 3D design of SRAM, eDRAM,
monolithic NVMs and emerging NVMs, like DWM, SOT-RAM and MLC NVMs.
Input
Cache/RAM, Size, 2D/3D, 
SLC/MLC, Optimizations, …
Circuit-level 2D 
SLC Modeling
Configuration
Generator
Valid
Results
3D Model
Optimization
Filter
Latency
Energy
Leakage
Area
Refresh
DESTINY Framework
SRAM
ReRAM
STT-RAM
SOT-RAM
PCM
DWM
eDRAM
Flash
MLC Model
Figure 2. High-level overview of the DESTINY framework.
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For a given memory technology, the device-level parameters (e.g., cell size, read and write
voltage) are provided as input to DESTINY. Then, possible memory organization configurations are
generated, which are passed to the circuit-level modeling code. For MLC designs, MLC modeling is
done with specified MLC parameters in configuration (refer to Section 4.4). Similarly, 3D modeling
is done for 3D designs, and the generated configurations can have different numbers of 3D layers,
e.g., 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, etc (refer to Section 4.5). Those designs that are physically infeasible are considered as
invalid and are therefore discarded. As an example, if the refresh period of an eDRAM cache design is
greater than its retention period, it is considered invalid. This reduces the number of possible options
to be explored. The remaining configurations are passed through an optimization filter, which selects
the optimal configuration based on the given target such as smallest read latency or least area, etc.
As we show in Section 6.1, DESTINY also provides the capability to do design space exploration
across multiple memory technologies, for example finding an optimal technology for a given
metric/target. For such cases, the device-level parameters for multiple memory technologies are fed as
input to DESTINY (shown in the left of Figure 2). Using these, the best results for each technology are
obtained, which are further compared to find the optimal memory technology. A similar approach is
also used for finding the optimal layer count for a given optimization target (Section 6.2). DESTINY can
model both cache (which has both tag and data array) and RAM (with has only data array). For RAM
structures, only one bank is modeled, and for multi-bank modeling, the parameters obtained from
DESTINY for one bank can be integrated into architecture-level main memory simulators.
In what follows, we discuss the specific extensions made in the DESTINY modeling framework.
4.1. eDRAMModel
NVSim provides an incomplete model of eDRAM, which has also not been validated against
any prototype. To enable modeling of eDRAM, we separate the peripheral and device logic to
simulate multiple types of technologies. eDRAM requires refresh for maintaining data integrity
and typical retention periods range from 40 µs to 100 µs [4,5] for temperature in the range of 380 K.
We implemented a refresh model based on Kirihata et al. [47], in which all subarrays are refreshed in
parallel, row-by-row. The benefit of this approach is that the refresh operations do not significantly
reduce the availability of banks to service requests. It is also easy to extend DESTINY to model other
refreshing schemes such as refreshing the mats in parallel.
From the perspective of performance and feasibility, eDRAM cache designs that provide bank
availability (i.e., the percentage of time where the bank is not refreshing) below a threshold are
not desired, and hence, they are discarded by DESTINY. The retention period of eDRAM varies
exponentially with the temperature [28], and hence, DESTINY scales the retention period accordingly
to model the effect of the temperature. DESTINY provides the refresh latency, energy and power as the
output of the tool.
4.2. DWMModel
Several DWM models have been proposed in the research literature [11,37]. The DWM model
used in DESTINY is based on that proposed by Zhang et al. [11], and it is straightforward to extend it
to model the DWM designs proposed by other researchers. Zhang et al. argue that due to the tape-like
architecture of DWM, organizing DWM cells as traditional array-like memory does not lead to an
area-efficient implementation. Hence, they propose laying out multiple tapes on the access transistors
and placing shift transistors above and below the tapes. This model is illustrated in Figure 3.
There are three important parameters that determine the latency, energy and architecture of the
DWM macro unit. First, the length of DWM tape determines how many tapes are needed for a given
cache capacity. If we have a long DWM tape, the number of tapes required is reduced. In addition,
the shift latency/energy is proportional to the length of DWM tape. A longer tape requires more effort
to shift it. Second, the number of read and write ports in each tape determine the maximum domains
that need to be shifted on each read/write operation and the overhead region at the top/bottom of
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the tape reserved for shift-out bits. Third, the number of tapes that are vertically grouped into one
macro unit also need to be defined to achieve different cell area efficiency. For example, in Figure 3,
four tapes are grouped together to form a macro unit. The read/write access port is placed every four
domains, and thus, the maximum shift distance is four.
DWM tape 
Shift MOS 
Access MOS 
R/W port 
Figure 3. DWM layout and model.
4.3. SOT-RAMModel
In our model, SOT-RAM and STT-RAM share most of the peripheral circuit. The read path and
reading strategy for both technologies are the same. Compared with STT-RAM, SOT-RAM has much
smaller cell write latency and current, because in SOT-RAM, the write current does not pass through
the MTJ, but through a hard metal, as shown in Figure 4. The write operation is also bidirectional,
and it magnetizes the free layer above the hard metal with spin orbit torque. However, due to the
added write line, SOT-RAM has a higher cell area compared to STT-RAM. In our framework, we do
not model the write line separately, but reflect it as an increased cell area in the cell configuration file.
WordLine
SourceLine
WordLine
SourceLine
WriteLine
(a) STT-RAM cell (b) SOT-RAM cell
Figure 4. Comparison of the STT-RAM and SOT-RAM cell model.
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4.4. MLC Model
To model both the SLC and MLC design, DESTINY allows specifying whether the cell is
1-bit, 2-bit, 3-bit, etc. We now discuss the modeling of the MLC read operation and the MLC write
operation in DESTINY.
4.4.1. Read Operation Modeling
Since a multi-level cell stores more than one bit of data, a multi-step comparison is required for
reading the stored data. We use the binary-search read-out model in our framework [48], and the
number of readout steps is determined by the number of stored bits. For example, with two-bit/cell
and three-bit/cell MLCs, two- and three- read steps (respectively) are required.
Figure 5 illustrates the two-step read procedure. The readout voltage (or current) is first compared
with a threshold λ1, and if greater, the MSB (most significant bit) is taken as zero. A second comparison
with λ2 determines the LSB (least significant bit). Similarly, if the voltage were less than λ1, the MSB
would be one, and a second comparison with λ0 determines the LSB.
> λ0
1X > λ1 0X > λ2
11 10 01 00
YN
YYN N
11 10 01 00
YN
YN
V > λ1
V > λ2V > λ0 Y
N
1X 0X
Figure 5. MLC read model. Note that λ0 < λ1 < λ2.
The latency and energy model for MLC read is extended by adding extra sense amplifier overhead.
We assume that for each step of sensing, the latency that comes from the sense amplifier is fixed.
Therefore, the MLC reading latency depends on the sense amplifier latency and the number of
comparison steps.
4.4.2. Write Operation Modeling for MLC PCM, ReRAM and Flash
As discussed before, the write operation to MLC PCM and ReRAM is performed using the
iterative P&V strategy. There are two P&V strategies, viz., ‘reset-before-set’ and ‘set-before-reset’.
‘Reset before set’ first gives the memory cell a reset pulse to change the cell to a high resistance state.
Afterwards, multiple set and verify operations are performed to change the cell resistance to the
desired range. Similarly, ‘set before reset” initially writes the cell to a low resistance state with a set
pulse and then changes it to higher resistance states gradually with multiple reset and verify operations.
Figure 6a,b illustrates these programming strategies. DESTINY supports using both of these strategies.
Similarly, programming MLC Flash uses iterative P&V strategy. Before programming a page,
the whole block is erased. The erase operation is similar to the initialization reset operation in
‘reset-before-set’. Then, by iteratively changing the programming gate voltage VGP, the desired VT is
achieved for representing multi-bit per cell. Figure 6c shows the ‘program and verify’ scheme used for
MLC Flash.
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RESET
SET
Read
I/V
time
…
RESET
SET
Read
I/V
time
…
(a) Reset Before Set
(b) Set Before Reset
N
N
Program
Erase
Verify
V
time
…
(c) Program&Verify
N
Figure 6. MLC write model ((a,b) apply to MLC PCM and MLC ReRAM, whereas (c) applies to MLC
Flash) [18].
We adopt the model from Zhao et al. [18] to compute the MLC programming latency and energy.
For example, in the “reset before set” programming style, the cell level latency and energy can be
calculated by adding the latency/energy in each operation [18]:
Latency = LReset + N × (LSet + LRead + 2× δ) (1)
Energy = EReset + N × (ESet + ERead) (2)
where N shows the number of iterations required to write a cell, and δ is the interval time between
two operations. LX and EX refer to the latency and energy values for the X operation, respectively.
The latency and energy models above only apply to a single cell write. By adding peripheral circuits
parts, DESTINY can model the latency and energy for a single cache block access, as well.
4.4.3. Write Operation Modeling for MLC STT-RAM and SOT-RAM
MLC for STT-RAM and SOT-RAM can be designed in two types: ‘series MTJs’ and ‘parallel
MTJs’ [16,17]. DESTINY can model both these types of MLC designs. In MLC MRAM, the bits
requiring relatively higher and lower switching current are referred to as ‘hard bit’ and ‘soft bit’,
respectively. In both serial and parallel MLC designs, writing the hard bit also flips the soft bit. Hence,
if the final state is 00 or 11 (i.e., both soft and hard bits are the same), the write operation can be
completed in a single step; however, if the final state is 01 or 10 (i.e., both bits are different), a second
write operation is also required [17]. Since the information about the data written is not available in a
circuit-level tool (such as DESTINY), we model a simple writing scheme in DESTINY, where a write
operation needs to switch both the hard and soft bit, in that order. Thus, the write latency and energy
is calculated by adding the two MTJ write pulses and write energy values together, as shown in the
following formula:
Latency = LHardBit + LSo f tBit (3)
Energy = EHardBit + ESo f tBit (4)
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Note that based on the modeling of this simple writing scheme, it is straightforward to extend
DESTINY for modeling sophisticated (e.g., data-dependent) writing schemes [17].
4.5. 3D Model
Several types of 3D stacking have been explored in the literature, such as face-to-face, face-to-back
and monolithic stacking [49,50]. In all of these approaches (except in monolithic stacking), dies are
bonded together using various techniques (e.g., wafer-to-wafer, die-to-wafer or die-to-die bonding).
The difference in these approaches lies in terms of their effect on die testing and yield. Wafer-to-wafer
may reduce the yield by bonding a dysfunctional die anywhere in the stack. Die-to-wafer and die-to-die
can minimize this by testing individual dies, although this has an adverse effect on alignment.
The most common 3D stacking is known as face-to-back bonding. In this form, TSVs are used to
penetrate the bulk silicon and connect the first metal layer (the back) to the top metal layer (the face) of
a second die. In face-to-face bonding, the top metal layer of one die is directly fused to the top metal
layer of a second die. Monolithic stacking does not utilize TSVs at all. Instead, monolithically stacked
dies build devices on higher metal layers connected using normal metal layer vias wherever necessary.
Each approach offers its own advantages and disadvantages. Face-to-back bonding must
carefully consider placement and avoid transistors when being formed through the bulk silicon,
while face-to-face bonding does not. Therefore, face-to-face bonding offers the potential for higher via
density. The downside of face-to-face bonding is that only two layers can be formed in this manner.
Monolithic stacking provides the benefit of highest via density; however, this technique cannot be
applied in a design that requires transistors to be formed on higher layers, since this can destroy the
previously formed transistors.
The 3D model of DESTINY facilitates all of the aforementioned flavors of 3D stacking. Apart from
this, the granularity at which TSVs are placed can be either coarse- or fine-grained, similar to the
approach in CACTI-3DD [6]. This granularity defines how many TSVs are placed and what portions
of a cache (e.g., peripheral circuits or memory cells) reside on different dies. We utilize these models in
our validation. First, a model for direct die-to-die stacking with face-to-face bonding is provided [24].
Second, the monolithic stacking model for 3D horizontal ReRAM is provided [22]. Face-to-back
bonding using TSVs is utilized in other designs [20,23].
A few previous works (e.g., [6]) assume that TSVs in face-to-back are buffered, which may lead
to redundant buffering in some designs and also increases the latency and energy overhead of the
TSVs. This overhead may be acceptable in large-sized DRAMs that are modeled in CACTI-3DD,
but is unacceptable in caches that are relatively smaller in size and becomes increasingly obvious with
smaller memory macro designs. Further, several memory peripheral components already provide
full-swing logic signals that do not require extra buffering. In this work, we provide a TSV model that
may act as a buffered or unbuffered TSV, as well as vias used in face-to-face bonding.
With the rising number of layers, the number of memory mats in each layer is reduced, and hence,
we need to select a scheme for folding of the memory banks. Our coarse- and fine-grained models
assume simplistic folding scheme, where the mats are equally divided in all of the layers. In the
coarse-grained model, TSVs are used to broadcast undecoded row and column select signals to all
of the layers at once. One logic layer is assumed to provide output in this model over a shared TSV
bus spanning all layers. The fine-grained model differs by broadcasting decoded row and column
signals to all of the layers. It is assumed that a dedicated logic layer is used for all pre-decoder units.
The resulting design uses more TSVs, but its area and latency may be reduced.
Monolithically stacked horizontal ReRAM (HReRAM) [22] uses a concept similar to cross-point
designs. The limitations of the cross-point designs, however, are the increased sneak current and
voltage drop associated with increasing subarray size. In 3D design, this limitation becomes even
more prominent, and it further limits the subarray size of 3D-stacked ReRAM as the sneak current can
potentially flow into upper layers, as well. To alleviate this limitation, we extended the cross-point
model in NVSim to account for the increased number of wordlines and bitlines in the third dimension.
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An example of HReRAM is shown in Figure 7 with four layers monolithically stacked. In this
design, there are no TSVs between memory layers. Instead, the memory cells are sandwiched between
wordlines and bitlines, and additional layers are added similar to adding more metal layers. Our 3D
ReRAM model considers current flow between all inactive bitlines and wordlines when a single cell is
read. This model dramatically reduces the number of valid designs when considering ReRAM, so we
cannot simply stack cross-point arrays that are considered optimal for a 2D design. Typically, this effect
can be slightly mitigated using diode accessed cells as in [22], and hence, we provide the option to
model diodes or a no access device.
As with the choice of the number of layers, DESTINY allows modeling both odd and even
numbers of layers, as long as cache capacity divided by the number of layers is power-of-two, since
without it, different numbers of mats will be placed in each layer, which will reduce the area efficiency
and also complicate the circuit-design. For example, (32 MB, four-layer), (24 MB, three-layer), (20 MB,
five-layer) designs, etc., can be easily modeled in DESTINY, whereas (32 MB, six-layer), (18 MB,
three-layer) designs, etc., cannot be modeled.
Bitlines 
Wordlines 
ReRAM Cell 
Figure 7. Four-layer monolithically stacked ReRAM. Storage elements are sandwiched directly between
layers of wordlines (south-east orientation) and bitlines (south-west orientation).
5. Validation Results
To evaluate the accuracy of DESTINY, we have validated it against several industrial prototypes.
Due to the emerging nature of many memory technologies, industrial prototypes could not be found
and hence, we have also used research papers to find validation targets. We obtain the cache/macro
configuration from the corresponding papers and use them to set the device-level input parameters for
DESTINY. Finally, we compare the value from the prototype and the projected value from DESTINY
and obtain the percentage modeling error. As shown below, the modeling error is less than 10% in
most cases and less than 25% in all cases.
5.1. DWM Validation
We validate our DWM model against that shown by Zhang et al. [11]. We choose the MU-64-32-4
configuration [11], which means that each tape has 64 bits, the total access ports in a macro unit is 32
and four tapes are grouped together. Therefore, the read/write ports are placed every eight bits per
tape. The process node is 65 nm. A 32-MB data array is designed under the area optimization target [11].
The design includes two mats, and each mat includes 2 × 2 subarrays (note that the bank layouts
are specified as mat × mat, and subarray layouts are specified as wordline × bitline). The results are
shown in Table 3. Clearly, six out of eight parameters show less than 11% modeling error.
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Table 3. Validation of DWM [11].
Metric Actual DESTINY Error
Area (mm2) 6.89 7.954 15.44%
Read Latency (ns) 5.83 4.424 −24.12%
Write Latency (ns) 12.49 12.635 1.16%
Shift Latency (ns) 5.31 4.878 −8.14%
Read Energy (pJ) 236.63 257.582 8.85%
Write Energy (pJ) 1032 1145 10.95%
Shift Energy (pJ) 214.61 230 7.17%
Leakage Power (mW) 163.72 147 −10.21%
5.2. SLC SOT-RAM Validation
We validate the SLC SOT-RAM model against that of Guillaume et al. [15]. Guillaume et al.
designed a 16-MB L3 cache using SOT-RAM. We adopt an 8 × 1 mats organization for modeling this.
The results are shown in Table 4. It can be observed that errors in both read and write latencies are less
than 10%.
Table 4. SLC SOT-RAM validation [15].
Metric Actual DESTINY Error
Read Latency (ns) 3.8 3.87 1.84%
Write Latency (ns) 2.8 2.562 −8.50%
5.3. MLC SOT-RAM Validation
For validating MLC SOT-RAM, we use the series-MLC (S-MLC) cell configuration from the work
of Kim et al. [16], which is the only MLC SOT-RAM paper that we could find. We only validate
cell write energy, since this is the only parameter out of area/latency/energy that is shown in the
paper of Kim et al. The write energy is calculated by multiplying write power with the write pulse
duration; however, the write pulse duration is not shown in [16]. Since MLC SOT-RAM shares many
similarities with MLC STT-RAM, we assume the write pulse duration based on STT-RAM. Specifically,
the write pulse for the hard bit is assumed to be 10 ns [51]. For the write pulse for the soft bit,
we experiment with two different values, viz., 2 ns and 10 ns, based on the values for SLC SOT-RAM
and MLC STT-RAM [15,51]. For these values, the write energy found by DESTINY is 2.29 pJ and
3.25 pJ, respectively, as shown in Table 5. Kim et al. [16] show the write energy to fall within 1.8 pJ
and 3.8 pJ, depending on the incoming and originally stored data. Clearly, the results provided by
DESTINY are within the range of values shown by Kim et al.
Table 5. MLC SOT-RAM validation [16].
Metric Actual DESTINY Error
Write Energy (pJ) 1.8–3.8 2.29–3.25 —
5.4. MLC STT-RAM Validation
We validated our MLC STT-RAM model with that of Hong et al. [17]. They modeled a 16-MB
LLC designed with MLC STT-RAM at 45 nm with a cache block size of 64 B. A 16-MB MLC cache is
organized with 64 × 2 mats, and each mat has 2 × 2 subarrays. The results with DESTINY are shown
in Table 6. It is clear that the results provided by DESTINY show less than 10% error.
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Table 6. MLC STT-RAM validation [17].
Metric Actual DESTINY Error%
Area (mm2) 3.42 3.68 7.69%
Read Latency (ns) 4.8 4.83 0.67%
Write Latency (ns) 21.2 20.46 −3.48%
Read Energy (pJ) 181.01 192.00 6.07%
Write Energy (pJ) 349.64 378.00 8.11%
Leakage Power (mW) 324.54 324.50 −0.01%
5.5. MLC PCM Validation
Table 7 shows our validation results against the PCM MLC model in Zhao et al. [18] with the
‘reset before set’ strategy and writing the value 11. The duration of reset pulse is 75 ns, whereas that of
set pulse is 15 ns, and 23 (N) iterations are performed to write the value, following [18]. The interval
between each operation is 1 ns (δ).
Table 7. MLC PCM cell level validation [18].
Metric Actual DESTINY Error
Write Latency (ns) 696 696.96 0.14%
Write Energy (pJ) 122.92 122.92 0%
Note that the numbers reported here are for cell level latency/energy values and not chip-level
values. Due to the high PCM cell write latency, the latency of the peripheral circuitry of the PCM bank
is considered as negligible, and hence, the cell latency dominates the overall latency. For this reason,
several previous works also show cell-level latencies only [8]. Thus, our cell-level results show less
than 1% error since we use the exact cell model as that described by Zhao et al. [18].
5.6. MLC ReRAM Validation
We validate the MLC ReRAM model against a 4-Mb ReRAM prototype [19]. We configure the
memory as 4 × 8 mats, and each mat contains one subarray. The prototype chip can be programmed
either as SLC or MLC [19]. We choose the number of set iterations as 16, and the duration of the set and
reset pulses is 5 ns according to Xu et al. [39], since these parameters are not reported by Sheu et al. [19].
In MLC mode, the ReRAM prototype has a write latency of 160 ns [19]. Using ‘reset before set’ scheme
in DESTINY, we observe a value of 157.8 ns, as shown in Table 8. Thus, our result shows less than
2% error.
Table 8. MLC ReRAM validation [19].
Metric Actual DESTINY Error
Write Latency (ns) 160 157.823 −1.36%
5.7. MLC Flash Validation
We validate DESTINY against two MLC Flash prototypes:
1. a 159 mm2 32-nm 32 Gb MLC Flash prototype [25] and
2. a 182 mm2 56-nm 16 Gb MLC Flash prototype [26]
We configure the chip as having two mats and a single subarray, following both [25,26].
We validate the area for both prototypes (since they do not report latency/energy values) and
present the results in Table 9. Clearly, the magnitude of error in DESTINY’s output is less than 7%
and 1%, respectively.
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Table 9. MLC Flash validation [25,26].
Metric Actual DESTINY Error (%)
32 nm 32 Gb MLC Flash prototype [25]
Area (mm2) 159 148.12 −6.84%
56 nm 16 Gb MLC Flash [26]
Area (mm2) 182 183.54 0.84%
5.8. 3D SRAM Validation
We validate the 3D SRAM model of DESTINY against two previous works [23,24] that utilized
hSpice models to simulate the latency and energy of 3D-stacked SRAM caches. Hsu and Wu [23] sweep
over various cache sizes ranging from 1–16 MB. Their work assumes stacking at the bank level, that is
a 2D planar cache containing M banks can be stacked up to M-layers. Since NVSim does not model
banks, we only compare against the smallest cache size. Our proposed design assumes shared vertical
bitlines, which corresponds to the fine-grained model in DESTINY. Analogous to their bank folding
method, we assume a fixed configuration for two layers and fold along a single dimension in the bank
layout to estimate four-layer latency and energy. Our two-layer design assumes a 4 × 32 bank layout.
Based on the aspect ratio of our SRAM cells and the size of the subarray, this design attempts to keep
the area square, which is likely the configuration of an hSpice model. The four layer design folds along
the number of mats per column assuming a 4 × 16 bank layout. Table 10 shows the validation results
of DESTINY against the 3D SRAM design in [23]. Notice that the errors are consistently less than 4%.
Table 10. Validation for the 3D SRAM model.
Design Metric Actual DESTINY Error
1 MB [23] Latency 1.85 ns 1.91 ns 3.54%
2 layers Energy 5.10 nJ 5.05 nJ −0.98%
1 MB [23] Latency 1.75 ns 1.80 ns 2.68%
4 layers Energy 4.5 nJ 4.51 nJ 0.18%
4 MB [24] Latency 7.85 ns 7.23 ns −7.91%
2 layers Energy 0.13 nJ 0.13 nJ −2.59%
4 MB [24] Latency 6.10 ns 6.95 ns 14.03%
4 layers Energy 0.12 nJ 0.13 nJ 4.75%
2 MB [24] Latency 5.77 ns 5.78 ns 0.05%
2 layers Energy 0.12 nJ 0.13 nJ 2.74%
2 MB [24] Latency 4.88 ns 5.53 ns 13.5%
4 layers Energy 0.12 nJ 0.13 nJ 8.46%
1 MB [24] Latency 3.95 ns 3.90 ns −1.11%
2 layers Energy 0.11 nJ 0.11 nJ −0.13%
1 MB [24] Latency 3.07 ns 3.04 ns −0.85%
4 layers Energy 0.11 nJ 0.11 nJ −0.89%
Puttaswamy and Loh [24] explored the design space of 3D SRAM for the 65-nm technology node.
Their work considers a range of cache sizes from 16 KB to 4 MB. As explained above, we assume a
fixed cache dimension for each cache size and fold the four-layer design in half to measure the results.
These validation results are also shown in Table 10. Clearly, the errors are always less than 15%, which
shows that DESTINY is reasonably accurate in modeling 3D SRAM caches.
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5.9. 2D and 3D eDRAM Validation
As stated before, the eDRAM model in NVSim is incomplete and has not been validated against
any prototype. Hence, we validate both the 2D and 3D model of eDRAM. The prototype works
referenced below typically provide information at the macro level, rather than a full bank. Macros
are well suited for verification since they are a memory-dense unit (i.e., there is no test circuitry,
error-correcting code, logic, etc.) and are closest to the modeling assumptions of DESTINY; hence,
we compare against a macro. The choice of macro as the granularity of validation also has the benefit
of excluding components such as error-correcting code (ECC), spare and parity wordlines and bitlines,
as well as allowing a fair comparison since these components are also not modeled in DESTINY.
Barth et al. [5] present a 65-nm 2D eDRAM prototype. To validate against it, we use the 2-Mb
macro layout with a total of eight subarrays and, thus, use the organization of a 1024 × 2048 bank
layout. Klim et al. [21] and Barth et al. [4] present 45-nm 2D eDRAM designs. We validate against
them using a subarray layout of 256× 1024 as used by them. From Table 11, it is clear that the modeling
errors in 2D eDRAM validation for all cases is less than 6%.
Table 11. Validation of 2D and 3D eDRAM.
Design Metric Actual DESTINY Error
2D 2 Mb Latency <2 ns 1.46 ns —
65 nm [5] Area 0.665 mm2 0.701 mm2 5.42%
2D 1 Mb Latency 1.7 ns 1.73 ns 1.74%
45 nm [4] Area 0.239 mm2 0.234 mm2 −2.34%
2D 2.25 Mb Latency 1.8 ns 1.75 ns −2.86%
45 nm [21] Area 0.420 mm2 0.442 mm2 5.31%
3D 1 Mb Latency <1.5 ns 1.42 ns —
2-layers[20] Area 0.139 mm2 0.149 mm2 9.32%
Golz et al. [20] present a 3D eDRAM prototype with two layers in 32-nm technology. We use
the 1-Mb array as our validation target. Based on the 16 Kb µarray size of 32 × 512 and 1 Mb layout,
we assume two 1024 × 512 subarrays. From Table 11, the modeling error in area is less than 10%,
and thus, DESTINY can be accepted as reasonably accurate. Given the similarities between eDRAM
and DRAM, we believe that DESTINY can also model DRAM technology.
5.10. 3D ReRAM Validation
As for 3D ReRAM, we validate against a monolithically stacked ReRAM memory [22], also known
as 3D horizontal ReRAM. In monolithically stacked designs, additional wordlines and bitlines are
stacked directly by fabricating extra metal layers with NVM cells used in place of vias. This type
of design does not use TSV or flip-chip style bonding. Our validation therefore considers our more
detailed model of cross-point architecture spanning multiple layers.
We design the simulated memory as an 8-Mb RAM. The design consists of four subarrays
each accessed in parallel with a 64-bit input bus. We again remove the ECC logic and specify two
monolithically stacked layers per die with one die total. The results of validation are shown in Table 12.
Table 12. Validation of 3D ReRAM [22].
Metric Actual DESTINY Error (%)
Read latency (ns) 25 24.16 3.36
Read bandwidth (MB/s) 305 315.786 −3.54
Write latency (MB/s) 17.2 20.13 −17.03
Write bandwidth (MB/s) 443.56 379 14.55
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It is clear that the read latency projection of DESTINY is very close to the value reported in [22],
while the error in write latency is higher. This can be attributed to the fact that Kawahara et al. [22] use a
write optimization to reduce sneak current, which is not modeled in DESTINY. Furthermore, the range
of acceptable write pulse times according to their shmoo plot is very wide, ranging from 8.2 ns to 55 ns.
Our prediction falls in the lower end of the plot, which is closer to the 8.2-ns write pulse for a total
of 17.2 ns of write time at the bank level.
6. Design Space Exploration Using DESTINY
With the increased number of options for memory technologies and fabrication techniques,
the number of possible design options increases exponentially. Since no single memory technology is
superior for all parameters and optimization targets, a designer must make the right choice for each
design scenario. While it is relatively straightforward to deduce the optimal memory technology for
some parameters (e.g., the technology with the smallest cell size is likely to have the lowest area), this is
not easy for other parameters such as read/write EDP (energy delay product), since they depend on
the interaction of multiple factors. Clearly, the use of a modeling tool such as DESTINY is imperative
for full design space exploration and optimization. In this section, we present the features of DESTINY
to demonstrate this. Note that the design exploration can be done by providing multiple cell files
in the configuration file, all of which are automatically simulated by DESTINY. By setting different
optimization target, DESTINY can generate the best configuration for each target.
6.1. Finding the Optimal Memory Technology
We first show the capability of DESTINY to find the best memory technology for a given
optimization target. We consider the SLC design of six memory technologies (ReRAM, STT-RAM,
SOT-RAM, PCM, eDRAM and SRAM) and the MLC design of four memory technologies (ReRAM,
STT-RAM, SOT-RAM and PCM). Each cache has the same configuration, viz., one-layer 16-MB 16-way
cache designed with the 32-nm node and 64-B block size. Furthermore, the device roadmap is LOP
(low operating power), and the sequential cache access mode is used. We did not include DWM and
Flash in this comparison because of the different memory organization of DWM and very high latency
of Flash (refer to Section 4.2). Table 13 shows the optimal memory technology found by DESTINY for
each of the eight different optimization targets.
Table 13. Design space exploration results of determining the optimal memory technology for a desired
optimization target (refer to Section 6.1). The table shows the results on all parameters for comparison
purposes (Lat. = latency, En. = energy, Pw. = power). EDP, energy delay product.
Optimization Optimal Area Read Write Read Write Read Write Leakage
Target Technology (mm2) Lat. (ns) Lat. (ns) En. (nJ) En. (nJ) EDP EDP Pw. (mW)
Area MLC PCM 0.376968 231.679 1806.28 0.956917 427.855 221.697 772,826 3.39841
Read Latency SOT-RAM 5.41092 2.18991 1.55141 0.270523 0.368301 0.592421 0.571385 223.238
Write Latency SOT-RAM 4.48621 2.5709 1.43888 0.300592 0.384013 0.772791 0.552548 234.453
Read Energy eDRAM 4.96351 15.9016 15.8517 0.0621384 1.83554 0.988099 29.0964 12.0347
Write Energy SRAM 22.528 275.116 274.083 0.681917 0.032005 187.606 8.77202 1303.36
Read EDP SOT-RAM 3.73355 2.44682 1.58979 0.214578 0.310745 0.525035 0.494018 169.274
Write EDP SOT-RAM 3.73355 2.44682 1.58979 0.214578 0.310745 0.525035 0.494018 169.274
Leakage MLC RRAM 0.581464 124.354 529.061 0.608305 11.9998 75.6454 6348.61 3.51614
The results can be understood as follows. The MLC PCM is designed as a cross-point style
memory, which is the most area efficient way to design PCM, resulting in the lowest area usage.
For MLC ReRAM, we use the MOS-accessed structure, which avoids the sneak current; therefore,
it has the lowest leakage power. Note that when ReRAM uses the non-access transistor crossbar (0T1R)
design, it has a sneak path that makes its leakage power high due to sneak current. The write latency
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and energy of ReRAM are very high due to the iterative write programming. The main benefits of
ReRAM are its area efficiency and low leakage power.
Most NVMs, e.g., PCM, STT-RAM, are known to have high write latency, and hence, they are not
optimal for write latency. However, SOT-RAM is an exception to this. Since SOT-RAM has decoupled
read and write paths, its read and write operations can be individually optimized, and hence, it presents
as the best candidate when optimized under read and write latency. However, the cell size of SOT-RAM
is larger than that of STT-RAM, which results in increased cache area.
The write energy of SRAM is the lowest; however, the write latency of SRAM is much higher
than that of SOT-RAM when optimized for write energy, resulting in SOT-RAM having the lowest
write EDP. The major reason behind the lower latency of SOT-RAM compared to SRAM is the size
of the H-tree-based interconnect in our design. Since our 16-MB cache is designed as a single bank,
H-tree latency dominates in both designs. However, the SRAM cell size is approximately ten-times
larger than that of SOT-RAM (146 F2 vs. 15 F2 in our cell configuration), which makes the size of the
SRAM cache nearly six-times larger. This increase in overall size has a direct impact on the total latency.
Similarly, eDRAM is found to have the lowest read energy. However, its read latency is much higher
than that of SOT-RAM; therefore, SOT-RAM also has the lowest read EDP.
STT-RAM is outperformed by SOT-RAM on latency and energy values and by ReRAM in area and
leakage, and hence, STT-RAM also does not appear as optimal for any target. For area optimization,
MLC ReRAM comes close to MLC PCM (0. 377 mm2 for PCM compared to 0.384 mm2 for ReRAM);
however, the peripheral circuitry required for ReRAM makes its area a little bit larger than that of PCM.
The results of this study show that different optimization targets can potentially yield different
memory technologies as the optimal cache design and DESTINY can be a convenient tool for finding
the best technology for each target. It is noteworthy that the results obtained here hold for the
particular cell-level parameters used as input for each technology, and other parameters/configurations
may provide different technologies as optimal for each target. Furthermore, note that DESTINY
provides latency/area/energy values, and in addition to these, other factors such as reliability,
(e.g., write-endurance, soft-errors [38]) commercial manufacturability, cost, etc., may also impact
the choice of optimal memory technology.
6.2. Finding the Optimal Layer Count in 3D Stacking
We now show the capability of DESTINY to find the optimal number of 3D die layers for a given
optimization target. In this case, DESTINY explores both a 2D design and different numbers of layers
in 3D design. In other words, it explores designs with 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 layers (the maximum layer
count is fixed to 16). We use an STT-RAM cache with 32-nm technology node, 32 MB with 16 ways.
Table 14 shows the results. It is clear that for different optimization targets, different numbers of layers
are found as optimal.
Table 14. Design space exploration results of determining the optimal number of 3D-stacked layers
for various optimization targets for STT-RAM (refer to Section 6.2). The table shows results on all
parameters for comparison purposes (D = layer count).
Optimization Optimal Area Read Write Read Write Read Write Leakage
Target D (mm2) Lat. (ns) Lat. (ns) En. (nJ) En. (nJ) EDP EDP Pw. (mW)
Area 16 2.6614 119.2630 125.6090 2.9371 3.1065 350.2820 390.2090 34.2075
Read Latency 16 3.6750 3.2444 10.7870 3.1518 3.2280 10.2257 34.8209 1281.6100
Write Latency 16 3.9662 3.3027 10.7563 3.3282 3.3734 10.9921 36.2853 2477.7100
Read Energy 2 9.0916 127.2620 131.9070 0.2395 0.4362 30.4805 57.5427 30.0845
Write Energy 2 13.7392 503.1190 509.8560 0.4479 0.3271 225.3390 166.7570 57.0693
Read EDP 4 7.5184 4.4265 11.6705 0.5698 0.6816 2.5222 7.9541 787.0820
Write EDP 4 8.0937 4.7674 11.8760 0.5439 0.6348 2.5929 7.5393 431.0840
Leakage Pw. 1 16.8930 1813.0100 1810.2800 0.6430 0.6009 1165.6900 1087.8700 7.8901
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The results can be understood as follows. The area is computed as the maximum size of any die
in the stack, and hence, it is minimized when the layer count is set to the largest value. Latency is also
optimized for the maximum number of layers since 3D stacking enables shorter global interconnect as
the subarray sizes become much smaller. However, this is not always true in general. To confirm this,
we checked with progressively reduced cache sizes and found that the TSV latency begins to dominate
the overall latency at a size around 4 MB; thus the design with the maximum number of layers is not
selected as the optimal result.
As for dynamic energy, we note that with the rising number of layers, the cache circuit gets
divided into an increasing number of layers, which lowers the H-tree energy due to decreasing routing
cost. However, with the increasing number of layers, the dynamic energy of the TSV array also
increases, and hence, the total TSV dynamic energy increases in a quadratic manner since it depends
on the product of number of layers and dynamic energy of TSV array. Furthermore, note that in
this case study, the number of layers is increasing in a geometric manner (1, 2, 4, 8, 16). Thus, total
dynamic energy, which depends on H-tree energy, TSV energy and mat energy, is determined by the
interaction of these factors. Now, read dynamic energy is lowest for the two-layer design, and the
optimal design had a bank configuration of 1 × 1 in each layer. This configuration does not incur any
H-tree energy, and since TSV energy is relatively small for two-layer, the total read dynamic energy of
the two-layer design (0.2395 nJ) was lower than that of the one-layer design (0.2499 nJ) and other 3D
designs. Write dynamic energy is also lowest for the two-layer design, and the optimal design had
a bank configuration of 8 × 1 in each layer. On going from one layer to two layers, the decrease in
mat and H-tree energy is larger than the additional TSV energy (for reasons explained above). Hence,
the write dynamic energy of the two-layer design (0.3271 nJ) was lower than that of the one-layer
design (0.3361 nJ) and other 3D designs. TSV energy rapidly increases with four and more layers,
and hence, they were not found optimal for read or write dynamic energy.
The optimization of EDP presents an interesting case, since, as shown above, the trends of
variation in energy and latency values are generally opposite. For this reason, it is expected that an
intermediate value of layer count will be optimal for EDP. As explained above, with the increase in the
number of layers, TSV dynamic energy increases at a much faster rate than the decrease in latency,
and hence, the four-layer design was found optimal for read and write EDP. Leakage power increases
linearly with the number of layers, and hence, it was found to be lowest for the one-layer design.
Clearly, the choice of the number of layers can have a profound effect on the optimal value of the
different parameters, and a tool such as DESTINY is vital for performing design optimization.
In a technical report [10], we have also shown the integration of DESTINY results in a
multi-core performance simulator to illustrate the use of DESTINY in guiding the design of
workload-specific caches.
6.3. Modeling Assist Structures
DESTINY is useful to model not only the key memory structures (e.g., cache and register file),
but ‘assist structures’ as well. For example, some works use victim cache, write buffer or shadow tags
for keeping evicted blocks, consolidating writes or collecting profiling data, etc. These structures are
used as part of a broader architectural techniques, and to comprehensively account for their overhead,
it is important to account for the overhead of these assist structures. These structures can be easily
modeled in DESTINY by specifying their parameters as such or modifying the DESTINY code as
required. Furthermore, DESTINY provides separate parameters for tag and data arrays, which is
especially useful for seeing the fractional contribution of both arrays and modeling different assist
structures, which may store only data or only tag or both.
6.4. Gaining Insights for Designing Architectural Techniques
The latency, area and energy parameters provided by DESTINY can help the architects with
finding the strengths and weaknesses of each memory technology. This can be useful for (1) finding
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the best memory technology and even a combination of them for designing a processor component
and (2) designing architectural techniques for managing processor components designed with each
technology. We now illustrate this with some examples.
6.4.1. Finding the Best Memory Technology for Processor Components
Since the access latencies of register file and L1 cache have a crucial impact on processor frequency
and performance, they must be designed using low-latency memories, e.g., SRAM and SOT-RAM.
However, the GPU register file is significantly larger than the CPU register file [33,52], and hence,
fast and high-density technologies, e.g., eDRAM, one-bit DWM, STT-RAM, etc., may be also useful for
designing the GPU register file, in conjunction with architectural management techniques.
LLC (e.g., L3) needs to have high capacity to avoid off-chip accesses and low leakage to save
power. Hence, eDRAM and NVMs (e.g., SOT-RAM, STT-RAM, DWM) are suitable for designing
LLC. Due to their high latency, PCM and ReRAM are not suitable for LLC; however, due to their
high-density, they are suitable for designing main memory. Different from other array-style RAMs
(e.g., ReRAM or STT-RAM), which provide random access to data, DWM is a tape-style racetrack
memory where an access requires shifting operations. Thus, DWM is suited for memory structures
that inherently perform serial access, e.g., FIFO (first-in first-out) buffers. Due to its low leakage power,
DWM is also suitable as cache; however, the benefit of DWM reduces for random memory access
patterns due to increased shifting overhead. For LLC and main memory, memory density can be
further improved by using MLC and 3D designs. 3D stacking is also useful for reducing the access
latency of memory technologies.
6.4.2. Designing Architectural Management Techniques for Memory Technologies
Techniques for SRAM and eDRAM: From the DESTINY results, we note that SRAM has
low-density and large leakage power. Hence, leakage-reduction techniques are required for managing
SRAM-based LLC [32]. Due to its low retention period, eDRAM requires frequent refresh operations,
and hence, refresh management techniques are required for eDRAM-based caches and GPU RF (register
file) [33]. Since the retention period of eDRAM reduces with increasing temperature, effective thermal
management techniques are also required.
Techniques for NVMs: From the DESTINY output, it is clear that the latency/energy of the NVM
write operations is higher than that of read operations. Hence, architectural techniques are required for
reducing their effective write latency/energy and the number of write operations, e.g., cache bypassing
and data compression [12,51,53–55]. This is even more important for MLC NVMs since their latency
values are higher than those of SLC NVM.
Techniques for hybrid caches and memories: From the DESTINY results (e.g., Table 13), we conclude
that no technology is optimal on all of the targets, and hence, to bring the best of different memory
technologies together, SRAM-NVM hybrid caches and DRAM-NVM hybrid main memory can be
designed. In these designs, write-intensive blocks can be migrated to SRAM/DRAM, and the remaining
blocks can be migrated to NVM [9,12,56] to achieve the density of NVM at the access speed of
SRAM/DRAM. Similarly, by using SRAM/DRAM as the cache or write-buffer for NVM, write accesses
to NVM can be reduced.
7. Future Work and Conclusions
Due to the emerging nature of these memory technologies, only a limited number of prototypes
has been demonstrated. Due to the lack of prototypes, we could not validate 3D STT-RAM and
3D PCM, although based on our validation results with 3D ReRAM, we expect that DESTINY will
be accurate in modeling them as well. Furthermore, in absence of commercial prototypes, some
validations have been performed using research prototypes. We plan to perform these validations as
their (commercial) prototypes become available. We also plan to improve the speed of DESTINY by
using techniques such as multithreading.
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Currently, DESTINY models 22-nm–180-nm feature sizes, and we will extend DESTINY to model
feature sizes below 22 nm. Since process variation becomes increasingly severe at small feature
sizes [57], we will also integrate the process variation model in DESTINY. Similarly, several reliability
issues (e.g., read-disturbance in STT-RAM and write-disturbance in PCM) become especially severe
at small feature sizes [58], so we will also integrate code for modeling of these errors in DESTINY.
Further, we plan to use DESTINY for studies on approximate computing whereby reducing the
number of write-iterations in MLC NVM, a trade-off between accuracy and write latency/energy can
be achieved [59].
In this paper, we presented DESTINY, a comprehensive, validated tool for modeling both 2D/3D
and SLC/MLC designs of prominent conventional and emerging memory technologies. We described
the modeling framework of DESTINY and also performed validations against a large number of
prototypes. We demonstrated the capability of DESTINY to perform design space exploration
over memory technologies and 3D layer counts and provide insights for designing architectural
management policies for different memory technologies. We believe that DESTINY will be useful for
architects, CAD designers and researchers.
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